HWA 3: Simplicity and style
Designed not to be intrusive, the HWA 3 easily fits into
any décor. When it’s time for a break, we know that
the hot water is the star of the show and the HWA 3
delivers this quickly at the desired temperature, time
after time.

Easy, reliable and flexible
The HWA 3 builds on the success of the popular
predecessor, the HWA 20.
We have maintained the same principles that make
our hot water range so reliable but added tried and
trusted features from our other products. Now you
have additional practical features such as digital
control, one touch boil mode, shutdown timer and fill
configuration.

Flexibility
The HWA 3 can be used as automatic and manual fill
and this is a setting that can be changed anytime. You
simply press a few buttons and after a minute you
have set up the machine to its alternate operation.

Digital control
The easy to use control allows you to set the holding
water temperature. For black tea you’ll want 90-95oc
but instant beverages around 86oc is ideal.
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The HWA 3 allows free flow dispense with a tap height of 155mm
(with drip tray) - 190mm (without drip tray).

HWA 3
Simply hot water

At a glance

Built with maintenance in mind

The HWA 3 is constructed of stainless steel and hard
plastic to ensure a long service life. Supplied with a
moulded UK 3 pin plug, water hose and instruction
manual.

Designed to be easy to maintain, all surfaces have
been manufactured to be resistant to scale build up.
This is important if you find yourself in a hard water
area or if you cannot use filtered water. Every part of
the HWA 3 has been made simple to clean and when
required, descale.

Technical specifications
Dispense

Manual tap

Water fill

Automatic or manual

Temperature control

Digital

Boil mode (100 c)

Yes

Holding capacity

2.5 litres

Throughput per hour

15 litres

Dimensions (wxdxh)

240 x 375 x 395 mm

Power

230V~ 50/60Hz 2000W
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Bravilor Bonamat recommends the use of Renegite
descaler and the use of a water filter.

